The Great
Resignation
And What That Means For Your Data

Waves of employee
exodus are daunting,
costly, and impede
productivity. Losing
data from even a single
employee can be
highly detrimental to
your organization.
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How do you
protect your data
when workers
are likely to take
it with them?
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Of employees take data when they leave
Biscom Survey

Employees planning to
leave with your data may:
→ Searches on web for
open positions and job
interview tips
→ Downloads ﬁles to
removable drives
→ Accesses new network
shares
→ Exﬁltrate Salesforce
reports

An organization’s people
are its greatest asset…
but they can also be its
greatest source of risk.

Don’t Wait Till They Leave
Prepare for potential data loss when an
employee or contractor is hired.
If you wait until they resign, it’s too late.

Implement a security program with full
visibility into employees’ interactions
with data. The best prevention tools
provide a timeline to give you insight on
predictors for a potential job seeker.

Don’t rely on detection of suspicious
activity alone. Proactively manage the
risk of data theft with analytics that
help identify risky behavior.

Integrate user behavior analytics and
user activity monitoring to identify risk
before a breach or loss occurs.

Use existing investments in security,
HR, and communication tools to inform the
behavior analytical models, improve accuracy,
and further enable proactive action.

Stop Job Leavers
From Taking Data
With Them

Forcepoint has the
tools to help you
collect, explore, and
gain insight into how
users are interacting
with your most critical
and sensitive data.

Protect your organization
from the risks of employees
leaving and taking
proprietary data with them.
Employees take data for
many reasons that can
result in loss of revenue,
damage to reputation, and
even legal problems for
your organization.

The Deﬁnitive Guide to
Preventing Departing
Employee Data
Theft Guide

Get the eBook ›
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